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THE WORLD OF MEDIA IS
CONTINUOUSLY EVOLVING
MEDIA CONSUMPTION WAS ONCE QUITE
STRAIGHTFORWARD

…But with the advent of technology, nothing is as cut and dried as it once was

TO D AY
CONTENT + PLATFORMS + DEVICES
are used in endless combinations,
making clear delineations far more difficult
And as viewing behaviors continue to shift, so shifts viewers’ understanding of
traditional media language
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RESEARCH WAS CONDUCTED TO
UNDERSTAND HOW CONSUMERS
ARTICULATE VIEWING BEHAVIOR TODAY
> This learning is critical, as there is a risk of getting inaccurate
responses if the language used in self-report measures does not
match the language used by respondents
− This exploration into consumer language will help:
• Inform primary researchers as they refine and improve self-report questionnaires
• Redefine media category system definitions and media consumption activities for
large-scale observational measurement studies
• Uncover emerging and evolving behaviors around media viewing
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TO CAST A WIDE NET, RESEARCH WAS
CONDUCTED AT THE NBC MEDIA CENTER
> The NBC Media Center in Orlando, FL, located within the Universal
Theme Park, allowed us to quickly recruit a wide mix of consumers
− 24 (60 minute) dyads were conducted, and comprised partners, siblings,
friends - anyone who knew each other closely. These pairs represented:
•
•
•
•
•

A mix of states across the United States
A mix of male and female participants (27 female, 22 male)
A mix of ages from 13-54 (17 from 13-24, 16 from 25-34, 9 from 35-44, and 7 from 45-54)
A mix of ethnicities (3 Hispanic, 6 African American, 40 Caucasian)
A mix of higher and lower tech consumers (classified based on device ownership &
subscription)
Age Nuance - No significant trend differences were
found across these demographics, with the exception of
age. Any pertinent age nuances will be called out
throughout the report
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A UNIQUE METHODOLOGY ALLOWED
CONSUMER LANGUAGE TO LEAD THE
CONVERSATION
> As it was critical not to lead consumers with industry language,
illustrated scenarios were used to guide the conversation
− Participants were asked to work together to narrate each scenario,
illuminating organic consumer language
• The Sound and the MCE Committee worked closely together to create a detailed
series of scenarios capturing viewing behavior from basic TV viewing through
digital media consumption
• The simple illustrations and layout, similar to a comic book or graphic novel, was
easy for consumers to understand
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CONTENT + DEVICES

Content can be viewed across numerous devices

CONSUMERS TODAY HAVE ACCESS TO A
SEEMINGLY ENDLESS SUPPLY OF CONTENT
> They refer to this plethora of content as anything ranging from:
− Shows, Series or Programs - episodes encompassing network content &
streaming platforms
− Movies - Any long-format traditional film
− Documentaries - Any non-fictional film
− Clips - A short segment of content, often on YouTube
− Videos - Almost exclusively used to reference content on social platforms
(especially YouTube), though not ‘Live Stream’
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CONTENT CAN BE ACCESSED ACROSS
MYRIAD PLATFORMS…
> Platforms utilized depend on the device used and content desired,
however are rarely referred to directly, though consumers use
terminology such as:
− Apple TV/Roku - ‘streaming devices’ language is understood but not used
by consumers, instead they refer to these devices by brand name
− Cable Box - Set Top Box, or any kind of cable connector for TV
− Antenna - refers to antiquated connector to TV that relays local and free
‘live TV’
Age Nuance - Streaming devices most relevant
across our younger & middle aged consumers; cable
most relevant among our middle aged & older
consumers; antennas are not relevant to most,
especially younger consumers
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....AND COUNTLESS DEVICES
> Devices used are often driven by accessibility; at home, biggest
screens are often prioritized, while on-the-go viewing is often a
product of what’s available. Viewers use straightforward language for
these devices:
− TV - refers to a Television, either a standard TV Set or Smart TV
− Phone - most often used reference smart phones
− iPad - terminology used to describe tablets often dictated by the brand
consumers own
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BUT IN THE END, CONTENT IS KING
> As there are so many different ways to access the same content,
consumers rarely reference the device or platform they’re utilizing, as
those are far less important than the content they’re accessing
− Instead of ‘I’m watching Netflix’ they simply say, ‘I’m watching The Walking
Dead’
− Instead of ‘I’m watching on my phone on the train’, they simply say, ‘I’m
watching Game of Thrones’
− Instead of ‘I’m streaming NBC on my tablet’, they simply say, ‘I’m watching
This Is Us’
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CONSUMPTION BEHAVIORS

‘Watching TV’ is just one of the many ways viewers consume content

THERE’S A LOT OF AMBIGUITY WHEN IT
COMES TO HOW THE TELEVISION RECEIVES
PROGRAMMING
> For most, there’s no clear understanding of, or interest in, the different
ways TVs receive their signal. Language used is often generic:
− Live TV - almost anything that’s not been previously recorded (e.g. DVR’d) is
very often also referred to as ‘live TV’
• “Broadcast” - when understood, is associated with major networks, not On-Demand
• “Cable” - connotes channels only available through a cable company
• “Primetime TV” - understood as shows aired at ‘the most popular time’, after work

Age Nuance - Even though not used in everyday life,
older consumers are more familiar with specific
programming terminology, while it’s almost a foreign
language for younger consumers, likely due to their high
frequency of streaming.
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BUT IT’S VERY CLEAR THAT ‘WATCHING TV’
ONLY REFERS TO WATCHING TV
> This refers to one of the most basic forms of viewing, and viewers
use traditional language when talking about it:
− Watching TV - refers almost exclusively to viewing televised programming
on a network delivered through a cable box or antenna on a television
• Two subcategories exist in which consumers are more specific in their language:
− Watching Sports/The Game - While technically still ‘watching TV’, sports are seen as its
own entity, and referred to specifically
− Watching The News - As with sports, the news is seen as a subset of watching TV, and is
referred to specifically
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UNLESS TV PROGRAMMING IS BEING
VIEWED ‘LIVE’ ON A TELEVISION, IT’S NOT
‘WATCHING TV’
> While there are some similar viewing behaviors that either involve a
Television, or TV programming, unless both are happening in
conjunction, it’s not understood as ‘watching TV’
− Two aspects that are not traditionally referred to as ‘watching TV’ are prerecorded shows:
• On Demand - pre-selected by a cable network and available for viewing on
consumers’ own schedule
• DVR - refers specifically to shows that were manually recorded by the viewer
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OTHERWISE, IT’S ‘WATCHING A SHOW/MOVIE’
> As there are so many ways to access content these days,
consumers don’t typically reference the platform or device, instead
they focus on the content itself
− Even shows that originally air on TV but are viewed on other devices/
through other platforms such as Netflix/Hulu are not referred to as
‘Watching TV’. Instead, viewers specify with:
• Watching [Show/Movie Name] - refers to any commercialized show/movie
content being viewed on non-traditional devices or platforms
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IT’S NOT STREAMING…IT’S WATCHING
> While ‘streaming’ is understood as viewing content through an internet
connection, it’s not viewer language, instead, they’re simply ‘watching’
− Apps - refers to the different ways content can be accessed via a typical
home screen with icons
− Pirated / Bootlegged / Hacked Content - this language is used
interchangeably to refer to illegal viewing and/or capturing of content
• Kodi - for those familiar with the platform, often understood as a ‘streaming service’,
not necessarily illegal
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SO, IS IT WATCHING TV, OR NOT?
> ‘Watching TV’ refers to linear viewing…
− Linear viewing of live programming, via cable or broadcast, on a television

> …But NOT non-linear viewing
− Instead, non-linear viewing of any kind (streaming, VOD, etc.) is most
often referred to as ‘watching shows’
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UNDERSTANDABLY, SIMPLY ‘FLIPPING
CHANNELS’ NO LONGER DOES THE TRICK
> As viewers access content in so many different ways, the language
surrounding choosing what to watch is nuanced, often changing based
on the platform being accessed:
− Choosing, Finding, Looking for something to watch - often references
interaction with ‘live’ TV
− Scrolling, Browsing, and Searching - often references interaction with
consumer controlled viewing of streaming services
− Searching, Surfing, Browsing - often references nuanced interaction with
YouTube
Age Nuance - While ‘flipping/surfing channels’ is still
understood, and used by our older consumers to
reference TV viewing habits, it seems to becoming
less common.
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AS CONTENT IS SO EASY TO ACCESS, IT’S
NO WONDER BINGE-WATCHING IS SO
PREVALENT
> Binge-watching is an immediately recognized - and relevant - behavior
among a wide array of consumers. While the terminology may carry
some baggage, the behavior is becoming more and more mainstream
− Binge-Watching - purpose-driven, viewer-led, watching of multiple
episodes from same series; ~3+ hours
− Catching up - often a more acceptable term than bingeing - a necessity
before starting a new season of a show
− Marathoning - similar to bingeing, though often used in reference to
excessive movie consumption
Age Nuance - While many adults admit to bingeing at
some points, it’s universally agreed that this language
should not be used when referring to children - as they
should have limited ‘screen time’
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MULTI-TASKING IS BECOMING SO
COMMONPLACE IT’S ALMOST NOT EVEN
CONSCIOUSLY RECOGNIZED
> Although there is acknowledgement that it is maybe not ‘good for you’,
it is still considered to be a normal part of modern day living
− Multi-Tasking - refers to the use of two or more screens at once,
interacting with different content (although they could be related); attention
is usually on one screen with the other screens as periphery

Age Nuance - Most acceptable among younger
consumers, more laden with judgement among
older consumers
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Language around social media continues to evolve

LANGUAGE AROUND SOCIAL MEDIA
REMAINS LARGELY STRAIGHTFORWARD
> The platforms are new enough that nuanced language is not yet
widely agreed upon
− [being] ‘On [specified platform]’ - refers to engagement with social
media across platforms. Often, the specific platform is used as a verb and
usurps specific content
• Facebook Live/Instagram Live - is understood as referencing user generated
content captured live on social media, but is not often used in conversation
• “Stories” – a term generically understood across platforms, without a clear
difference between each platform’s ‘story’
• “Newscasts” (on Snapchat) - is an unfamiliar term among our consumers
• Though videos hosted on YouTube can be viewed on social media platforms,
YouTube is rarely referenced
Age Nuance - While Facebook is typically understood across
generations, there is much less familiarity with Instagram &
Snapchat with consumers over 35 years of age.
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YOUTUBE IS A UNIQUE PLATFORM UNTO ITS
OWN
> It houses a wide variety of content and can be used, and referred to, in
many different ways:
− Channels - refer to access points for content from a singular YouTube
account
− YouTuber - refers to people who create and post content on YouTube
− Live Stream - refers to content being viewed in real time
− Clips - shorter content on YouTube including parts of TV shows
− Watching Music Videos – this is only used if the viewer is actively watching
− Listening to Music –refers to audio content being accessed through
YouTube

Age Nuance - Usage is far more expansive
among younger consumers; older consumers tend
to engage with YouTube in its most basic form watching videos
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SOUND ADVICE

WHEN CONSIDERING THE DEVELOPMENT OF
FUTURE STUDIES, KEEP IN MIND….
> As ‘Watching TV’ only refers to the most basic form of TV viewing, it
will be important to be as descriptive as possible in self-reporting
questionnaires.
> This is a living language, so it will be imperative to keep a finger on
the pulse of how viewers’ language continues to evolve.
> As the lines continue to blur, teams should consider collaborating
across disciplines internally, ensuring questionnaires are reflective
of consumers’ ever evolving relationship with content, devices
and platforms.
> As viewers are far more content focused than delivery focused,
consider bringing content into the foreground.
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ALPHABETICAL GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY
> Apps: Consumers use this same language to refer to the different ways content can
be accessed/streamed via a typical home screen with icons.
> Apple TV: While this language is understood, consumers rarely reference the device
when referring to the content they’re watching.
> Binge-Watching: Consumers use this same language when referring to purposedriven viewing of multiple episodes in a row from the same series (in which a storyline
continues to build throughout the experience), and in succession for ~3 or more hours.
• Catching up - becomes a more acceptable although not interchangeable term - refers to the
necessity of catching up on episodes before starting a new season of a show in order to
better appreciate and understand the new season.
• Marathoning - used in much the same way as bingeing although less frequently; this term
often refers to excessive movie consumption.

> Broadcast: This language is understood (by older consumers) as being associated
with major networks, ‘live’ or ‘regular’ TV with signals through the airwaves, however
the term is not used commonly and the details on how it works are generally unclear.
> Cable: Consumers use this language when referring to channels only available
through a cable company such as Cox or Comcast.
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GLOSSARY
> Channels: terminology is understood in two different ways:
• Channels, in reference to TV: consumers use same language to when referring to Watching TV
• Channels, in reference to YouTube: Consumers use this same language to refer to access
points for content from a singular YouTube account, where all the content associated with that
account can be found. This does not have to refer to a YouTuber; can refer to a traditional TV
channel (i.e. HBO).

> Clips: Consumers use this language when referring to short segment or portion of
content, often on YouTube but can also refer to a quick teaser on Netflix/Hulu.
> DVR: This language is understood and used in reference to pre-recorded content that’s
been manually selected by the viewer; sometimes supplemented with the term recorded.
> Facebook Live/Instagram Live: While this language is understood as referencing user
generated content captured live on social media platforms, often a reference to the
specific platform is used as an umbrella term.
> Flipping Channels: While this language is understood, consumers rarely use this when
referring to choosing content outside of ‘watching TV’.
• Choosing, Finding, Looking for something to watch - are all used to reference the act of
picking what content to watch ‘live’, and signify a more active state of intent.
• Scrolling, Browsing, and Searching - all are used to reference the the act of picking what
content to watch while streaming on platforms like Netflix/Hulu.
• Searching, Surfing, Browsing - are all used to reference interactions on YouTube, though are
slightly nuanced.
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GLOSSARY
> Inputs: Consumers use this same language to refers to ways to connect to a media
streaming device.
> Kodi: Most consumers are not familiar with this platform; those who are familiar with
the platform understand it as a streaming service, and not necessarily illegal.
> Multi-Tasking: Consumers use this same language to refer to the use of two or more
screens at once, interacting with different content (although they could be related);
attention is usually assumed to be on one screen with the other screens as periphery.
> Newscasts (on Snapchat) - is a completely unknown term, none of our consumers
were familiar with it or knew what it meant exactly, though could clearly infer it had
something to do with news.
> Pirated Content: Consumers use this same language, as well as Bootlegged or
Hacked to refer to illegal viewing, however it is not used to describe the viewing
behavior.
> Primetime - While this language is understood as being broadcast at ‘the most
popular time’, after work, with times ranging from ~5:30 to 9:30, this is not language
commonly used, instead simply referred to as TV. This is especially unfamiliar among
younger viewers.
> Set Top Box: Consumers are unfamiliar with this specific terminology, they use the
term cable box when referring to any kind of cable connector for TV; the emphasis is
on the box not the cable provider.
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GLOSSARY
> (Set Top Box) Video On Demand: While the VOD language is understood,
consumers generally simplify by saying “On Demand” when referring to pre-recorded
television shows that are pre-selected by a cable network, and available for viewing on
consumers’ own schedule.
> Shows, Series or Programs: Consumers use this language to refer to TV network
content (cable or broadcast) that are typically :30 to :60 minutes, as well as those aired
on streaming platforms such as Netflix or Hulu.
> Smart TV: While this language is understood, consumers rarely differentiate the type
in conversation, instead simply calling it a TV.
> Smartphone: While this language is understood, consumers rarely differentiate the
type of phone, instead simply calling it a phone.
> Social Media: consumers understand the language but tend to specify the platform
they are using.
• [being] ‘On [specified platform]’ - refers to engagement with social media across platforms.
Often, the specific platform is used as a verb (e.g. Snapchatting/Snapping, Instagramming,
Facebooking), and usurps specific content (e.g. rarely referencing specific content such as
‘stories’)

> Stories - is a term generically understood across social media platforms. While
understood as originating on Instagram (even though they actually originated on
Snapchat), all the platforms are seen as copying each other, without a clear difference
between each platform’s version of a ‘story’
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GLOSSARY
> Streaming: Consumers understand this refers to content delivered through an internet
connection, however it is not commonly used in everyday conversation.
> Streaming Devices - While this language is often understood as referencing devices
such as Apple TV / Roku / Firestick / Chromecast, there is no clear consumer language
that encompasses all of these devices, so consumers refer to the device by brand
name.
> TV Set: Some confusion (especially among younger consumers) around the ‘set’
qualifier; consumers typically just use ‘TV’ refer to a Television
> User-Generated Content: More tech-savvy consumers tend to be familiar with this
terminology but don’t use it often in conversation, while less tech-savvy consumers are
less familiar. While this is understood in the context of YouTube, it is more common to
hear the terms ‘videos’, or ‘live stream’ when referring to this kind of content.
• Videos - refers almost exclusively to content on social platforms (especially YouTube), including
recordings of cable TV shows, and YouTube channel content (user generated content or
otherwise) that does not include Livestream.
• Live Stream - refers to when content is being viewed in real time, usually involving a chat room
style interaction with others who are logged in.

> Viewing - while understood, viewers tend to refer to this behavior as watching.
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